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Since its founding in 1949, Heinz Herenz Medizinalbedarf GmbH has proven itself as innovative and
renowned partner for customers in the health care
sector in more than 90 countries all over the world.
Market-orientated development of new innovations
as well as constant advancement of our products,
protected by own patents and trademark rights, en
able us to supply goods of highest standards at attractive pricing.
We provide our customers with high quality CEcertified consumables and disposables for laboratories and hospitals, produced in accordance with the
latest state of the art, and under consideration of the
high ISO standards.
Extensive customer-oriented consultation and advice through our skilled team of experts is equally
part of the conception of ourselves as well as punctual, prompt delivery just in time based on adequate
stock-keeping.
Constant good quality of our products, in combination with fair market prices, have proved a recipe for
the satisfaction of our customers. And this is not just
a matter of good organization and our certified Quality Assurance System. Even more it is a matter of
attitude.
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We are deeply convinced to be able to meet your
expectations and are looking forward to welcome
you as our new customer.
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Masks and
glasses
▪ Face masks
▪ Filtering half masks
▪ Safety and leisure glasses
▪ Mask goggle
▪ Eye Shield
▪ Face Shield
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Sporty/yellow CE EN 1836, yellow

Mask goggle

Arty 260/F, CE EN 166 F, clear, fogfree and
scratchresistant
1134103

without valve CE EN 149:2001,
protection against solid and fluid
particles. (FFP1 und FFP2)

1134102

1131974/5
1131816

1134108

Arty 250/yellow, CE EN 1836, yellow, fogfree

Arty 250-small/F, CE EN 166, smaller model
than Arty 250/F clear, fogfree

Filtering half masks

Modern design, polycarbonate lens with UV-filter 400,
interchange able, optical quality class 1, fogfree, adjustable temple,
soft and flexible temple ends.
Sporty/smoke CE EN 166F, smoke

1134101

Paper made, 1 ply,
with rubber tie

Arty 250/F, CE EN 166 F, clear, fogfree

Safety and leisure glasses Sporty

1134109

non woven material, breathable
fabric, 3 ply,
with 4 ties or rubber tie

Safety and leisure glasses Arty

Polycarbonate lens with UV-filter 400, optical quality class 1.

1134104

Arty 260/yellow, CE EN 166 F, yellow, fogfree
and scratchresistant

1134125

Face masks

Face masks ▪ Filtering half masks ▪ Safety and leisure glasses
Mask goggle ▪ Eye Shield ▪ Face Shield

1134100

Masks and glasses

with valve CE EN 149:2001, protection against solid and fluid particles
(FFP1 and FFP2) and protection
against toxic particles (FFP3 only).

Eye Shield
Extremely lightweight and comfortable, latexfree,
“wrap-around” design provides both front and

Safety and leisure glasses Puma

Polycarbonate lens with UV-filter 400, optical quality class 1.

1134105

Puma 1262/orange, CE EN 166 F, orange

side eye protection, distortion-free, opticalgrade
1134150/1

1131940/7

1131941/2/5

overhead-/front- and side-eye-protection,
latexfree, adjustable, fog-resistant, fits comfor-

1134106

tably with a surgical mask and over prescription
eye-wear, includes a clear, snap-in nosepiece
for support. FaceShield and frames are packed
1134152/3

1134107

over prescription eyewear. EyeShield and frames
are packed separately.

Extremely lightweight and comfortable, provides

Puma 1262/yellow, CE EN 166 F, yellow

1131943/4/6

lens, fits comfortably with a surgical mask and

Face Shield
Puma 1262/smoke, CE EN 166 F, smoke

flat-folded with valve (FFP2 and
FFP3) and without valve (FFP1)
CE EN 149:2001

PANOLUX, CE EN 166 S, F, with indirect
ventilation, flexible type with adjustable
elastic band and special large field of
vision, fogless and clear polycarbonate
lens.

separately.

